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	Untitled

	Box 2 Title: Agenda
	Box 1 Body: Speaking to groups of people – large or small – is unavoidable in business. There’s nothing worse than delivering a yawn-inducing and lifeless speech to an audience that loses interest as soon as you to start to speak! This two-day Masterclass in speech-making and delivery is aimed at Senior Managers, Managing Directors and CEO’s who have to deliver persuasive and powerful speeches but who find the task daunting and nerve-wracking. You want your audience to go away enthused and ‘ready for action’. Being in control, using effective communication techniques and engaging delivery will ensure your own style - the natural ‘you’ - is never far away!
	Course title: Delivering Powerful and Passionate Speeches 
	Box 1 Title: What's it all about?
	Duration: Two Days
	Box 2 Body 1:  Enhanced vocal clarity and power Variation in the tone, pitch and energy of presentations Relaxed and effective use of body language The importance of silences, pauses and non-verbal communication Learning to feel at ease and relaxed when presenting to large groups of people Planning, preparing and presenting individual presentations Delivering energetic, attention grabbing, memorable speeches
	Box 4 Body: This workshop will be a combination of individual work based on detailed specific requirements. It will involve feedback sessions from other delegates and the chance to learn from other peoples’ experiences. There will be plenty of opportunity to create and develop an action plan. There is guidance offered on post course action planning during the day by the workshop leader.
	Box 4 Title: What training styles will be used?
	Box 5 Title: What will the delegate be able to do on completion
	Box 5 Body:  Self-analyses their own effectiveness in speech making using the ‘third eye’ Grab the audience attention with compelling and persuasive delivery Utilise ‘nervous energy’ to your own advantage Make the speeches more about your personality and the power of the message Ensure speeches truly reflect your passion, energy and commitment


